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multiverse marvel comics wikipedia - within marvel comics most tales take place within the fictional marvel universe
which in turn is part of a larger multiverse starting with issues of captain britain the main continuity in which most marvel
storylines take place was designated earth 616 and the multiverse was established as being protected by merlyn each
universe has a captain britain designated to protect its version of, captain marvel dc comics wikipedia - captain marvel
also known as shazam z m is a fictional comic book superhero appearing in publications by the american publisher dc
comics artist c c beck and writer bill parker created the character in 1939 captain marvel first appeared in whiz comics 2
cover dated feb 1940 published by fawcett comics he is the alter ego of billy batson a boy who by speaking the, marvel
cinematic universe the timeline site - this is the marvel cinematic universe timeline it includes a chronological breakdown
of the mcu movies and the various mcu television series comics and one shots, timeline 2014 marvel cinematic universe
wiki - this is a timeline of events that occurred in 2014 2nd chase of lorelei lorelei arrives in death valley stopping at a
roadside in where she enthralls newlywed jimmy mackenzie mackenzie drives lorelei to rosie s desert oasis in nevada there
lorelei abandons and kills mackenzie in favor of a, avengers age of ultron marvel cinematic universe wiki - avengers
age of ultron is a 2015 superhero film based on the marvel comics superhero team of the same name it is a sequel to the
avengers and a crossover between sequel to iron man 3 thor the dark world and captain america the winter soldier as well
as the eleventh installment in the
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